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Europe is approaching the next stop in its global market-opening drive aimed at 
countering U.S. President Donald Trump’s protectionist tilt.

Germany’s Social Democratic leader said he needs concessions from Chancellor 
Angela Merkel to sell party members on staying in government, raising the stakes as 
negotiators seek to finish a coalition pact within a week.

Clashes erupted between forces loyal to Yemen’s elected government and secessionists 
in the south, exacerbating the divisions splintering a country already devastated by a 
proxy war between Saudi Arabia and Iran.

The growing frenzy for Chinese offshore stocks has taken a new turn as investors bid 
up underperformers.

29 January

Over mugs of tea emblazoned with the Labour slogan -- “For the many, not the few” 
-- Jeremy Corbyn told a handful of business executives that his party would rule nothing 
out on Brexit -- except a second referendum.

Morocco will not seek to renew its $3.47 billion liquidity line with the International 
Monetary Fund when it expires in July but could seek an alternative arrangement 
with the international lender to suit its strengthening economy, the country’s finance 
minister said.

Anyone tracking the number of businesses Elon Musk is involved with can add one 
more to the list: merchandise. Specifically, a flamethrower. His tunneling startup, Boring 
Co., started selling a branded weapon online over the weekend.

China’s first Bitcoin exchange said it has been acquired a by unnamed Hong Kong-
based blockchain investment fund after a regulatory crackdown by Chinese officials.

30 January

U.K. banks will have limited access to the European Union’s single market after Brexit 
if the government refuses to weaken its red lines, the European Commission told 
diplomats, according to two people familiar with private discussions in Brussels.

Dubai’s biggest bank is in talks to potentially acquire Sberbank PJSC’s wholly-owned 
Turkish unit, joining peers from Qatar and Kuwait that have expanded in the country.

January is turning into a month to forget for digital currency investors.

Tiny OPEC producer Qatar is paying the price for top member Saudi Arabia’s oil strategy 
in Asia.

31 January

French President Emmanuel Macron will be disappointed if he expects Germany’s next 
government to drum up more goodwill for his European reform plans in this week’s 
talks, according to four people familiar with the current coalition negotiations.

EBay Inc. will shift its payments business from long-time partner PayPal Holdings Inc. 
to Adyen BV, a global payments company based in the Netherlands, further distancing 
the companies that split in 2015 but remained intertwined through an agreement that 
fully expires in 2020.

OPEC likes to trumpet its record-breaking compliance with output cuts. Yet one of its 
largest members has been opening the taps and doesn’t plan to scale back any time 
soon.

Australian house prices fell last month, amid growing signs the boom in Sydney has 
peaked as regulators clamp down on investor lending.

01 February

Apple Inc. forecast lower-than-expected revenue for the current quarter and reported 
iPhone sales from the crucial holiday period that missed analysts’ forecasts, suggesting 
waning demand for its most-important product.

The U.K. plans to penalize carmakers who try to cheat emissions tests with criminal 
charges that go “above and beyond” European rules -- including the threat of unlimited 
fines.

Kuwait’s $508 billion energy spending plan and the prospect for juicy profits from 
financing it is grabbing the attention of some of the nation’s banks.

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. shares fell the most in 18 months and cut its market 
valuation by about $30 billion after investments in brick-and-mortar assets and digital 
media squeezed profit margins in the December quarter.

02 February
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